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CHAPTER IV THE CHOICE OF A METHOD
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Introduction

This Chapter is dividedinto two parts. The first is an assessmentof a provisionalequidistant

line, an analysis that will both demonstrate that an equitable solution cannot be achieved

through the use of that method and help to identifysome of the key issues that arise out of

the unique physicaland politicalgeography of the region. The second part will present the

claimofN ewfoundlandandLabrador and explainwhythat claimwould resultinanequitable

delimitation.

TheNova Scotia position has, to date, been based on the line set out in its legislation,whose

status was considered in Phase One of this arbitration. At this stage, Newfoundland and

Labrador is not in a position to know whether Nova Scotia will continueto assert that lineas

the basis of its claim or whether it will propose a new position. Accordingly,this Memorial

willnot addressthe existingNova Scotia linein anydetail. TheNewfoundland andLabrador

response to the Nova Scotia claim,whatever form it takes, willbe reservedto the subsequent

pleadings of this Phase.

What must be said, however, is that the line so far claimedbyNova Scotia isunsustainableas

a matter of international law. It is not based on any discernable principle. It is simply an

indefiniteextension of the last segmentof the lineoutside Cabot Strait, projectedblindlyinto

the outer area over vast distancesto the edge of the continental shelf It is disproportionate;

it disregardsthe shift from opposite to adjacentcoasts as the lineproceeds seaward; and it is

constructed as if the entire coast ofN ewfoundlandoutside the innerconcavity didnot exist.

Whilethere maybe no singlemethod that is legallycorrect under international law, there are

methods that are plainly wrong. The present Nova Scotia line, it is submitted, is plainly

wrong.

While there is no legal presumption in favour of equidistance, the use of a provisional

equidistantlineas a first step inthe analysisis an approach that has frequentlybeen followed
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by international courts and tribunals, and that will be adopted for' present purposes by

Newfoundland and Labrador.

In assessinga provisionalequidistantlinein concrete situations,the analysistypicallyapplied

by international courts and tribunals can be summedup in a series of questions. First, does

equidistance produce an equitableresult? Second, if it produces a broadly equitable result,

does it nevertheless require an adjustment to reflect the presence of geographical features

that distort the course of an equidistant line?Third, where it does not produce an equitable

result, what other method will do so?

Following this general approach, the present Chapter will begin with a consideration of a

provisional equidistant line in order to determine if it produces an equitable result in this

case. In the submissionof Newfoundland and Labrador, it does not do so, for reasons that

will be explainedat length and which include the following considerations:

. a) The prevalence of incidentalfeatures, in particular St. Paul IslandandSableIsland,which

are not aligned with the general direction of the Nova Scotia coast;

b) The adjacent-coast relationshipin the outer area;

c) A marked disparity in coastal lengths, both within the inner concavity and in the outer

area where the south coast of Newfoundland dominates the configuration to the virtual

exclusion of all other coasts; and

d) Withinthe inner concavity,a potential "cut-off' effect causedby the protrudingcoastsof

Cape Breton Island and St. Pierre-et-Miquelon combinedwith the recessed Newfoundland

coast at the back of the concavity-a coast that is more than twice the length of that ofNova
Scotia in this sector.

The deficienciesof equidistanceare fundamentalinthis situationand cannot be overcomeby

a mere adjustment to the strict equidistance method. Newfoundland and Labrador will
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therefore propose, in the second part of this Chapter, a different method. Since this

delimitation, like those in Gulf of Maine and Canada v. France, involves both an inner

concavity and an outer area, a sector-by-sector approach is required.

Newfoundland and Labrador submitsthat withinthe innerconcavitya delimitationbased on

coastal fronts, as suggested in the North Sea Cases, is required in order to avoid the

distortions created by incidental features and the irregular configuration. Following the

approach in Gulf of Maine, the location of the boundary in the area where it emerges ITom

the inner concavity shouldbe shiftedtoward Nova Scotia in order to reflect the disparityin

the extent of the respective coastlines of the two parties. In the outer area, a line running

perpendicular to the closing line of the inner concavity would be consistent with a

considerable body of practice and would ensure that the boundary continues to respect the

seaward extensions of the relevant coasts by avoiding any shift in either direction, as it

continues to the outer limitof the continental marginto complete the delimitation.

The delimitationin this case involvesa large area outside the Gulfof S1.Lawrence as well as

a short segment inthe eastern portion of the GulfofS1. Lawrence. The area outside the Gulf

is by far the most extensive and constitutes the principalfocus of this dispute. The sector

within the Gulf shouldtherefore conformto, rather than influence,boththe principlesandthe

methods to be applied to the more seaward areas. For these reasons, this Chapter will deal

first, and primarily,with the areas east of the Cabot Strait closingline.Having completedthe

analysisof this area,NewfoundlandandLabrador willpropose a delimitationwithinthe Gulf

sector based on a consistent approach: specifically,a perpendicular to the Cabot Strait

closing line beginning on that line at the mid-point between Cape Breton Island and

Newfoundland.

It will be shown that such a method reflects the particular characteristics of the coastal

geography, includingthe politicalgeography, throughout the relevant area, and that it gives

proportionate and appropriate effectsto that geography. In short, it produces the equitable

result required by international law.
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Equidistance is Not Appropriate in this Case

The following sections of this Chapter will consider the characteristics of a provisional

equidistant line in this geographical situation. Newfoundland and Labrador contends that

such a lineis fundamentallyflawed and cannot produce an equitableresult in the light of the

relevant circumstances.

The construction of a provisionalequidistantlineis a straightforwardmathematicalexercise:

this is what makes it possible to construct such a line on a purelyprovisionalbasis, without

prejudging the issues in any way. An equidistant line is one on which every point is at an

equal distancetrom the nearest points on the baselineson the coast of each party tromwhich

the breadth of the territorial sea, and of the 200 nautical mile limitand other relevant zones

ofjurisdiction, are measured. The provisionallineconsideredbelow has been constructedon

the basis of this definition.

(a) The Prevalence of Distorting Incidental Features in the Delimitation Area

One of the pervasive characteristicsof the geographyin this case is the presenceofincidental

features that depart from the general directionof the coasts. These featureswoulddistortthe

course of an equidistantlineto such an extent that the use of equidistancemaybe considered

inappropriate on this ground alone. '

There are two significantfeatures that fallwithinthis category-St. Paul Island and, above

all, Sable Island-and neither forms part of Newfoundland and Labrador territory. In

contrast to many delimitations, therefore, there is no balance in the distribution of such

distorting offshorefeatures so that off lyingrocks or islandsbelongingto one pcartymightbe

offset or compensated by similarfeatures belongingto the other party.

Either one of these features would provide an unwarranted advantage to Nova Scotia if

equidistance were the method of delimitation.Together their inequitable effect would be
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compounded, all the more so when combined with the eastward thrust of Cape Breton

Island. St. Paul Island gives an unwarranted boost to Nova Scotia at the very beginningof

the line. The protruding Nova Scotia coasts of Cape Breton Islandthen drivethe equidistant

line eastward, until, in the outer reaches of the delimitationarea, SableIslandpushes it ever

further to the east.

179. St. Paul Island and SableIsland share more than one characteristic,but two of these should

be mentioned at the outset. First, their main historical significanceis that they were, and

remain, notorious hazards to navigationon majorNorth Atlantic sea-lanes.Second, neither

one has been used in the construction of the Canadiansystem of straightbaselines,which in

itself is conclusive evidencethat they are not-in the view of the Canadian authorities and

experts-features that correspond to the general direction of the coast.175

180. Sable Island is the more significant of these two features in terms of its effect on a

provisional equidistant line, and St. Paul Island can therefore be dealt with briefly.St. Paul

lies close to the Cabot Strait closinglineabout 14nauticalmilesfromthe Nova Scotiacoast,

and-perhaps more significantly-over a quarter the way across the Strait. It is a barren

wilderness onlya few mileslong. Under the equidistancesystem,however, it wouldhavethe

effect of shifting the Nova Scotia landmass one quarter the way to Newfoundland. The

inequity of such a disproportionate effect needs no elaboration. This is a case where the

equidistance method would effectively"refashion geography" if it were applied.

181. The essential geographical data concerning Sable Island have been set out in Chapter IT:

situated 88 nautical milesoff the mainlandof Nova Scotia, it amountsto little more than an

175While the straight baseline system does not cover the area inside the Gulf of St. Lawrence, there would have been no

reason, in view of the position of St. Paul Island at the entrance of Cabot Strait, why it would not have been included as part
of the system applied to Nova Scotia's Atlantic coast if in fact it could plausibly have been associated with the "general
direction of the coast" or "closely linked to the land domain" for the purposes of Article 7, paragraph 3 of the 1982
Convention (see Statutory Instruments # 9):

The drawing of straight baselines must not depart to any appreciable extent from the general direction of
the coast, and the sea areas lying within the lines must be sufficiently closely linked to the land domain to
be subject to the regime of internal waters.
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exposed reef and sustains only federally-authorizedpersonnel. Its effect on an equidistant

line, however, would be dramatic.l76Figure 14 shows the course of two hypothetical

equidistant lines, one with and one without effect to Sable Island. It is apparent that Sable

Island would attract a broad swath of maritime territory, gradually widening as the line

moves seaward in accordance with the normal properties of equidistance.

182. The weakness of equidistance,in certain configurations,is that it treats incidentalfeaturesas

if they were part o(the mainlandcoast. This weakness becomes criticalwhen an incidental

feature is situated far from the mainland,as it is in this case. Figure 14 shows this effect,

which amounts to what the cases have referred to as a "refashioning" of geography. The

effect of utilizingthe equidistancemethod is exactlythe sameas an exponentialexpansionof

the Nova Scotia land~ass, and a shiftof its mainlandcoast a full 88 nauticalmilesout to sea.

It is self-evident that such a result is disproportionate, inequitable and illogical. The

equidistant line in this case is a textbook case of the aberrations of that method because of

the inflated effect it would give to Sable Island.

183. So far, the position and the scaleof SableIslandhavebeen considered.But the orientationof

the island's coasts-the elongated and attenuated shape of the island, and its east-west

layout-are of equal importance. The coasts of SableIslandface north and south, not east.

Onlya narrow point ofland at its eastern end actuallyfaces towards the delimitationarea in

this case.

184. There is, as well, another relevant circumstance pertaining to Sable Island. Under the

Constitution, as an exception to the normalrules on Crown land, the Governmentof Canada

176Sable Island-because of its very position, far from the mainland coast--does exert a considerable influence on the
Canadian 200-mile zone. It does not follow that it should exert an influence on the delimitation in this case. The

identification of basepoints for purposes of measuring the territorial sea and the 200 nautical mile limit is a purely
mechanical exercise, a matter of applying the definitions in the conventions (as expressions of customary law) andreaching
affIrmative or negative conclusions about the eligibility of any particular feature. That exercise leaves no room for equitable
principles or relevant circumstances, or for considerations of disproportion or distortion.
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has been assigned both owne~ship and jurisdiction in relation to the island.] 77Because

international law governs this arbitration, the unusual constitutional status of Sable Island

must be assessed in terms of international law analogiesand principles.Under international

law, continental shelfrights are an adjunct of sovereignty-in other words, of a plenitude of

state power over a giventerritory. ThepurelynominalinterestNova Scotia holds overSable

Island-having regard to the jurisdiction, power and beneficial interest of the federal

government-would fallwell short of sovereigntyifNova Scotiawere in realitya sovereign

state. On that ground alone it is clear that Sable Island should not be used as a source of

Nova Scotia entitlements to continental shelf areas at the expense of Newfoundland and

Labrador.

185. Modifiedor adjusted ~quidistancesometimesprovidesa remedyto the distortionscausedby

incidentalfeatures. Newfoundland andLabrador submitsthat no suchpartialremedieswould

be appropriate in this case. This is because: (a) the location of the incidental features, in

particular Sable Island, is not a minor deviationbut is so radicallyout of alignmentwith the

general directionof the coast that a mere adjustmentwould be inadequate; (b) the distorting

incidentalfeatures lieexclusivelyon the Nova Scotia side, eliminatinganyelementofbalance

or reciprocity in their overall impact; and (c) the effect of these incidental features on the

choice of a method should be considered in conjunction with all the other objections to

equidistance as set out below.

186.
When equidistance is so deeply flawed, it seemspreferable to follow the suggestion of the

Court in the North Sea Cases,using simplifiedgeometricalmethods such as those described

in the concluding section of this chapter.

177See Chapter II, para. SI. See Statutory Instruments # 1 and # 7.
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(b) A Substantial Disparity in Coastal Lengths

The preceding Chapter has explainedthat a marked disparityin coastal lengthsmaybe, and

often is, a relevant circumstance influencing the choice of a method of delimitation-a

consideration that is quite distinct from the test of proportionality applied after the fact in

assessing the equity of the result. The examplesare abundant: the North Sea Cases, Gulf of

Maine; Canada v. France, Jan Mayen and Libya v. Malta are all instances where

comparative coastal lengths were a factor, sometimes the principal factor, controlling the

ultimate result.

Equidistance is a method that in principleis aimedat an equal divisionthrough its rigorous

adoption of the mid-waypoint as the basis of delimitation.Setting aside potential distortions

of the kind identifiedin the North Sea Cases, this tends to bring about an appropriate result

when coastal lengths are broadly equal.Where, on the other hand, there is amarkeddisparity

of coastal lengths, the use of the mid-waypoint becomes suspect for the very reason that it

aims at an equal divisionthat does not correspond to the geographical fundamentals.

As Chapter IIIpointed out, the geometricalproperties of the equidistancemethodwill drive

the boundary inexorably toward the middle of the closing line of the concavity, however

great the disparityin the coastal relationshipinside or beyond the concavity. Sucha result is

wrong, not only because it fails to reflect the geographical relationship in the area of the

closing line,but-sometimes evenmore significantly-because it determinesthetrajectoryof

the line through the outer area on a basis that is inequitableand unsound.

It is self-evidentthat the most extensivecoasts fronting on the delimitationarea-within the

concavity and beyond-are those of the south coast of Newfoundland ITomCape Ray to

Cape Race. That coastlinespansthe entire region ITomwest to east, whilethe coastsof Cape

Breton Island occupy a more restricted area toward the western end of the configuration.

Thus, the south coast of Newfoundland remains a constant presence as the eye moves

seaward and the coast of Nova Scotia recedes into the background.
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The predominance of the Newfoundland coasts throughout the area is implicitinthe analysis

of the Court of Arbitration in Canada v. France, whichwas focused almost exclusivelyon

the southern projections of this Newfoundlandcoastal front. Within the inner concavity, as

the Tribunalwill recall, the relevant coasts of Newfoundland extend from Cape Ray to the

Burin Peninsula, while those of Nova Scotia are composed of the coastal front on Cape

Breton Island from Money Point to Scatarie Island. The ratio is 2.42 to 1 in favour of

Newfoundland andLabrador-a "marked disparity"178exceedingthat considereddecisivein

Gulf of Maine. 179 Outside the inner concavity, the Newfoundland coasts occupy an even

more commandingposition, for reasons that are at the heart of Canada v. France and that

will be discussed below.

This imbalance-this ~'markeddisparity"-is a relevant circumstancethat must betakeninto

account. It rules out, in the most unequivocalterms, a method that is based on a halfwayline

between two coastal fronts that are not of similarorders of magnitude.

(c) An Inequitable Cut-off of the Coasts of Southwestern Newfoundland

The provisional equidistant line is constructed by reference to basepoints within a coastal

concavity formed by the coasts of the parties of substantiallydifferent lengths, a situation

where it is well known that the equidistancemethod does not produce an equitable result.

Apart from the position of St Paul Island, there is nothing objectionable about the general

course of an equidistant linein the vicinityof Cabot Strait. As it reaches the central portions

of the inner concavity, however, it swings back toward the coast of Newfoundland,

simultaneouslypushed and pulledtoward the Newfoundlandcoast-pushed outward bythe

protruding coasts of Cape Breton and ScatarieIslandandpulled intowardNewfoundlandby

the controllingbasepoints along its recessed coast in the deepest portion of the concavity.

178Canada v. France at p. 1162, para. 33. See Authorities # 10.

179In the Gulf of Maine case, the coastal ratio was 1.38 to 1: Gulf of Maine at p.336, para. 222. See Authorities # 7.
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The problem at the heart of the North Sea Cases was the cut-offproduced by equidistancein

a situation where one state is caught at the back of a concavity between the protruding

coasts of two other states, with the result that its zone would be restricted to a relatively

smalltriangle, as illustratedby the sketches included in the decision.180 The combined effect

of the French and Nova Scotian zones ofjurisdictionunder an equidistancescenariowould

lead to preciselythe samephenomenon, and on a similarscale,compressingor "squeezing"

the maritime entitlementsofN ewfoundlandand Labrador into a relativelysmalltriangle off

this portion of its coast. See Figure 15.

The cut-off of the Newfoundland coast by the maritime area of St. Pierre-et-Miquelon has

been mitigated-but not eliminated-by the decision of the Court of Arbitration in Canada

v. France to limit the French zone to a narrow corridor beyond the area within 24 nautical

miles of the western and southern coasts of St. Pierre-et-Miquelon.But that solves only a

part of the problem arisingfrom the presence of three jurisdictions. The Court of Arbitration

was obviouslypowerless to address the other halfof the problem.This is the cut-off created

from the other side of the configuration by the coasts of Cape Breton Island, causing the

equidistant lineto swing directlyacross the coastal front of southwesternNewfoundland. It

is as if the North Sea Cases had dealt with the cut-off created by either Denmark or the

Netherlands, but had beenunableto dealwith the combinedeffectof allthree coasts. In that

hypothesis, it would havebeen the centraltask of any subsequentproceedingto dealwiththe

other half of the problem on the basis of similarprinciples.

The presence of Cape Breton Island means that the seaward projections of southwestern

Newfoundland willnecessarilybe restricted to a degree. But the equidistancemethod inthis

situation aggravates the problem,rather than contributingto a solution. CapeBreton Island

is distinctlyconvex. Its protruding, right-angledshape forms a salientthat thrusts the Nova

Scotia coasts out toward the centre of the inner concavity.The shape of the Newfoundland

180 A similar concern was noted by the tribunal in Guinea v. Guinea-Bissau at p. 187, paras. 103-104. See Authorities # 9.
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coast is almost exactly the opposite, receding as it approaches the deep indentation of

Fortune Bay.

This is a classic situation in which the combinedeffects of convexityand concavityrule out

the use of equidistance. Two of the coasts abutting on this area form the headlands of the

inner concavity, providing the most advantageous basepoints in the application of the

equidistance method. The third coast-that of southwestern Newfoundland-is distinctly

concave and is "sandwiched"between the other two coasts. The equidistant linewould cut

the longer coast of Newfoundland off from its extension seaward to areas outside the

concavity. One need look no further than the North Sea Cases for an authoritative

demonstration that equidistanceis not the appropriate method,prima facie or otherwise, in

this type of geographi_cal setting.

There is, however, one significantdifferencewith the situation considered in the North Sea

Cases. In that situation, the International Court ofJustice was dealingwith coasts that were

rougWysimilarin their extent. In the present case, there is no such equality:Newfoundland

presents by far the longer coastal front. This consideration,whichhasalreadybeendiscussed,

makes the cut-off of the Newfoundland coasts all the more unacceptable.

Such a result is not only unacceptable on general principles of maritime delimitation: it

contradicts the whole thrust of the decisionin Canada v. France. As explainedelsewhere,

the rationale of that decisionwas (a) the imperativeneed to respect the seaward projections

toward the south of the Newfoundlandcoasts, and accordinglyto minimizea cut-offofthose

projections, and (b) the coastal openingof the islandstoward the south "unobstructedbyany

opposite or laterallyalignedCanadiancoast."181 These two factors led to the configurationof

the narrow corridor toward the south. It would be a strange twist offate if the cut-off ofthe

Newfoundland coasts, which the Court of Arbitration so assiduouslysought to avoid, were

181Canada v. France at p. 1170, para. 70 (see Authorities # 10): "... such a seaward projection [of France] must not be
allowed to encroach upon or cut off a parallel frontal projection of the adjacent segments of the Newfoundland southern
coast. "
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to be reintroduced by way of an inappropriate application of equidistance in the present

delimitation.

(d) Encroachment on the Seaward Projections of Southeastern Newfoundland

201. The objections to equidistance outside the innerconcavityare equallydecisive-in a sense,

even more so. Within the concavity, the coastal relationship is unequal. Outside the

concavity, to the east of the French corridor, it is hardly meaningfulto speak of a coastal

relationship at all. This area is within the natural prolongation of the Newfoundland coasts

from the Burin Peninsula to Cape Race, to the exclusionof any competing projection from

Nova Scotia. This conclusion follows inexorably from the reasoning of the Court of

Arbitration in Canada v. France, and it followsas well that an equidistant linewould create

an effect of encroachment on the natural prolongation of this portion of the coasts of

Newfoundland and Labrador.

202. The immediacyofthe coastal relationshipbetweenthe southeastern coastsofNewfoundland

and this outer area is readily apparent to the eye. The area lies directly in front of those

coasts. It does not lie directly in front of coasts of Nova Scotia far to the west.

203. That was the basis of a crucial findingin Canada v. France, which will be discussed in the

last part of this Chapter. The essentialpoint is that the Court of Arbitration found that the

seawardprojection of the islandsofSt. Pierre-et-Miquelontoward the south isunobstructed

by any eastward projection from the coasts of Nova Scotia. If the French islands have an

unobstructed projection toward the south, so too must those of Newfoundland lying even

farther to the east. This is not an area where the natural prolongations of two jurisdictions

can be said to meet and overlap. An equidistantlinewould not therefore effect an equitable

division of an area of overlappingprojections, which is the rationale that justifies its use. It

would, on the contrary, violate the principleof non-encroachment,identifiedinthedispositif

of the North Sea"Cases as one of the cardinal principles of the law of continental shelf
delimitation.
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Even if this considerationwere not conclusivein itself, an equidistantline outside the inner

concavitywould disregardthe transition IToman opposite-coast situationto one of adjacent

coasts. As pointed out above, the behaviour of an equidistantlineinthis situationprovides a

vivid illustration of why equidistance often produces untoward results where the relevant

coasts are laterallyaligned.

(e) The Unique Political Geography

There are, finally,considerationsarisingout of the complexpoliticalgeographyofthe region

that militate against the use of equidistance.On the one hand, the linemust take account of

the existence of the French corridor cutting through the outer area. On the other, it must

begin in the Gulf of St. Lawrence at an undeterminedtripoint with the Province of Quebec.

A continuous equidistantlineis patently an impossibility.Such a linewould have tojump the

hurdle of the French corridor. There is no maritimeboundary in the world of the sort that an

equidistant linewould create in this situation. A "leap-ITogging"equidistantlinetransecting

this corridor would be more than anomalous.It would not be countenancedby international

law or practice.

The inequity of an equidistant line in the light of the geographicalrelationshipbetween the

coasts of Newfoundland andLabrador andNova Scotia has been amplydemonstrated. That

inequity would strike especiallyhard in the circumstances of this case. The burden of the

zone allotted to S1.Pierre-et-Miquelon is to be borne exclusivelyby Newfoundland and

Labrador. This is not something that can be changed; but it can certainly be taken into

account in the balancing up of all the relevant circumstances in order to bring about an

equitable delimitation.It would be doublyinequitableto applyequidistanceto Newfoundland

and Labrador, when it has already paid the price-as Nova Scotia has not-of the

delimitation resulting from the presence of these islands off the Canadiancoast.
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Finally,an equidistantline between Newfoundland andLabrador andNova Scotia assumes

an equidistanttripoint with Quebecwithin the Gulfof St. Lawrence, withthe implicationthat

equidistance is the appropriate method in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and that the western

starting point of this delimitationis an equidistanttripoint with Quebec. Such an approachis

not appropriate. Quebec has not entered into an Accord with the federal government with

respect to a defined"offshore area." Another method should therefore be found to describe

the Newfoundland and Labrador-Nova Scotia boundary in the Gulf of St. Lawrence that

does not by implicationimpingeupon the interests of third parties.

ID. An Equitable Delimitation

A. Introduction

209. To a considerableextent, the basis for the linedeveloped byNewfoundland and Labrador is

implicit in the critique of the provisional equidistant line. Accordingly, an equitable line

should exhibit the followingproperties:

a) it should be constructed on the basis of the broad patterns of the geography;

b) it should therefore employcoastal fronts rather than selected and isolated basepoints;

c) the line should not be pushed out by the protruding incidentalfeatures that distort the

direction of the Nova Scotia coast, or drawn in toward Newfoundland by the concavity

in the central portion of the Newfoundland coast;

d) it should reflect the overall disparity in the coastal lengths of the parties, so that as it

approaches the outer area it should be shiftedto the west of the mid-point between the

two coasts; and

e) it should not veer toward the coast of eitherparty as it proceeds toward the outer limitof, ,

the continental shelf
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The settled pattern of the jurisprudence is to divide a delimitation into a series of distinct

segments in cases where the area is composed of differentsectors with varyinggeographical

characteristics. This is invariablythe approach taken where a delimitationbegins within a

coastal concavity and moves seaward into an area of open sea. The adoption of a sector-by-

sector approach allows the delimitationto reflect the shift from an enclosed geographical

configurationto one that is not enclosed, as well as the transition-gradual or otherwise-

from a situation of opposite coasts to one oflaterally aligned or adjacent coasts.

For the reasons givenin Chapter n, the delimitationarea in the present case is one that lends

itself to a sector-by-sector approach. The area is composed of a coastal concavity and a

broad area of open oceanic space outside that concavity.While the CanadianMemorial in

Canada v. France referred to both the "Gulf Approaches" and to the more distinct inner

concavity"of semi-circularshape"west of St.Pierre-et-Miquelon, it was the latterconcavity

that the Court of Arbitration identifiedas the "marked concavity"182 on which its

methodologywas based. It is therefore appropriateto beginwith the delimitationwithinthis

marked concavity.

The First Segment: A Bisector in the Area of Cabot Strait

The first issue is the startingpoint of the lineinthe area of Cabot Strait. The onlylogicaland

equitable starting point is on the closingline of the strait mid-waybetween Money Point on

Cape Breton Island and Cape Rayon Newfoundland.Here the two coasts are nearer to one

another than at any other point in the delimitation,and face each other in a classicopposite-

coast relationship. It therefore makes senseto beginthe delimitationat the halfwaypoint on

this closing line between the "mainlands"of the parties.

St. Paul Island should be disregarded for the purpose of establishingthe mid-point on this

closing line. The starting point of the delimitationshouldbe based on the mainlandcoasts of

182Canada v. France at p. 1160, para. 22. See Authorities # 10.
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the parties, not on incidentalfeatures such as rocks and islandsthat distort the geographical

relationship between the coasts of the parties.

Proceeding eastward from this starting point, the first segment of the proposed line is a

bisector of the angle formed by the two coastal fronts that face this part of the inner

concavity. The use of such a simplifiedgeometrical method is the obvious, and perhaps the

only, way in which the distortions of incidental features and coastal irregularities can be

overcome, while stilladheringto the geography as the basis of the delimitationmethodology.

This approach attracted the express approval of the International Court of Justice in the

concludingparagraphs of the North Sea Cases, where it was referred to as the "principleof

the coastal front."183

In the immediate vicinity of Cabot Strait, where the coasts face each other in a classically

opposite relationship, there could be no serious objection to the equidistant line, provided

that St. Paul Island is not used as a basepoint and that the method is changedbefore the line

swingsback toward the Newfoundlandcoast. Giventhe fundamentaldefects of equidistance

throughout most of the delimitationarea, however, a consistent approach based on some

other method is preferable. In this geographical setting, moreover"the use of a bisector

'eliminatesthe shift in the directionof the equidistant linecausedby the shallowindentationin .

the coast of Cape Breton Islandsoutheast of Money Point. Thisis to the advantage ofN ova

Scotia, and is entirelyappropriate, provided that a consistent approach is taken in the more

seaward areas, where-as set out in the preceding section-the properties of equidistance

would work a far greater inequityupon the interests of Newfoundland and Labrador.

There is a further advantageto the use of a simplifiedgeometricalmethod based on coastal

fronts. A series of coastal fronts has already been determined and approved in Canada v.

France, based apparently on the linesproposed by Canada for the purpose of measuringthe

lengths of the relevant coasts. See Figure 16. For present purposes, those coastal fronts

183North Sea Cases at p. 52, para. 98. See Authorities # 4.
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. should be applied with one variation, to which Nova Scotia could hardly object, and which

reflects the fact that the coastal fronts are to be used to construct a line and not to measure

the coasts. The coastal front of Cape Breton Island facing the inner concavity should be

simplified,eliminatingthe bends in the linetoward St. AnnsBay, so that it extends ina single

straight line from Money Point to Scatarie Island.

Having establishedthe relevant coastal fronts and the starting point of the line,the finalstep

in the construction of the first segment is free of difficulty.It should, quite simply,be a line

bisecting the angle formed by the two coastal fronts. See Figure 17. The use of such a

bisector is inherently equitable, provided that the coastal fronts accurately represent the

geographical configurationand that proportionalityand anyspecialcircumstancesare taken

into account. The merit of a bisector lies not so much in the fact that it bisects an angle (the

angle produced by the extension of the linesformed by the coastal £fontsto the point where

they meet), but in the fact that it averages the general direction of the two coastal fronts. It

also remains at a constant relativedistance£fomeach of them, avoidinganyeffect of cut-off

or encroachment. To the extent that the coasts are opposite, moreover, it will effectanequal

divisionof areas of "overlap and convergence" of seawardextensions, as requiredbyGulfof
Maine.

The buildingblocks of the first portion of the lineare therefore at hand. The relevant coastal

£font on the Newfoundland side is the long line across most of the back of the concavity,

from Cape Ray to ConnaigreHead. As noted above, a singlecoastal front isproposedfor the

Nova Scotia side of the concavity.Thebisector of those two linesruns at an angleof 123.9

degrees, beginningat Point A, the mid-point between Cape Ray and Money Point.
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The Second Segment: An Adjusted Bisector Intersecting the Closing Line of the

Inner Concavity

The first segment, however straightforward, is suitableonlyfor avery limitedportion of the

boundary. It is apparent that an equitablelinemustturn toward the south before it leavesthe

approaches to Cabot Strait.

This turn to the south is a necessary implicationofthe ITameworkof coastal fronts adopted

in Canada v. France. On the Newfoundland side there is not one but two coastal ITonts

ITamingthe concavity,and both must be giventheir effect at the appropriate points alongthe

delimitation. The long coastal front from Cape Ray to ConnaigreHead should control the

first segment of the line, as explained in the preceding paragraphs. See Figure 18. At

ConnaigreHead, however, a new coastal ITontcomes into play. The general direction of the

Newfoundland coast turns sharplyto the south in the arecaof Fortune Bay, crossingthat Bay

to meet the headland of the Burin Peninsula at Lamaline-ShagRock, where the coastline

resumes it broadly east-west orientation in its final segment ending at Cape Race.

It is this shorter coastal ITontrunning south ITomConnaigre Head that should control the

delimitationof the area lyingimmediatelybetween the BurinPeninsulaandFortune Bay and

Cape Breton Island-in other words, the more seawardportion of the inner concavity. Just

as the analysisin Gulf of Maine gave effectto the opposite coasts of southwest Nova Scotia

and Massachusetts facing each other in the area near the closing line of the Gulf,the second

segment ofth~ line in this case should give effect to the coasts that form the "jaws" of the

concavity. Since there is only one coastal ITonton the Nova Scotia side, this implies no

change on that side of. the configuration, but it does mandate a shift of focus on the

Newfoundland side.

This suffices to establishthe direction of the second segment:Consistent with the coastal-

ITontbisector approach, this part of the line should run at a bearing that bisects the angle

formed by the general directions of the relevant coastal ITonts-Connaigre Head to
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Lamaline-ShagRock on the Newfoundland side, and the singlecoastal front of Cape Breton

Islandwithin the concavity.As noted above, such a bisector in fact represents the averageof

the general directions of the two coastal fronts. For this sector, the bisector runs at an angle

of 163.15 degrees, causingthe lineto turn southward as the change in the direction of the

Newfoundland coast would imply.

223. That, of course, answers onlyone of the questions about the course of the second segment.

The other is where the segmentwill begin, and how its axiswill accordinglybe determined.

The method used in Gulf of Maine, in a situation that presents an unmistakable analogy,

provides the answer.

224. The relevant circumstance common to both cases is the marked disparity in the coastal

lengths of the parties. And the analogyis to the manner inwhich-in the most distinctiveand

important part of its decision-the Chamberin Gulf ofMaine adjustedthe course of the line

near the closing line of the Gulf of Maine in order to reflect such a disparity,thus projecting

the line outward across the key area of Georges Bank on a course that took that disparity

into account.

225. It was in the area between southwestNova Scotia andMassachusetts, where the coastswere

found to be opposite andnearlyparallel,that the adjustmentwas made in order to reflectthe

fact that the coasts withinthe concavitywere predominantlyAmerican-in a ratio found to

be 1.38 to 1. After making a further adjustment to give half effect to Seal Island, the

Chamber shiftedthe median line back from the mid-point toward the Nova Scotia coast in

order to reflect this ratio. Although the segment of the line so adjustedwas relativelyshort,

the shift in the position of the median line had a direct, and highly significant,effect on the

trajectory ofthe line across Georges Bank. This effect was central to the intentions of the

Chamber, which observed that it had "borne constantlyin mindthe problem of determining
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the final segment of the delimitationlinewhen applyingitself so meticulouslyto the task of

establishingthe previous segments."184

226. Although-as the Chamber observed-every case is unique, the parallels with the present

case are significant.Here there is also a notable disparity of coastal lengths, considerably

greater than that identifiedin Gulf of Maine. Thisis also a case that involves,alarge coastal

concavity and an outer area. And here too the point at which the line emerges from the

concavity is important not onlyin its ownright, but in its decisiveinfluenceupon the division

of the outer area.

227. There is, on the other hand, a significantdifference. In Gulf of Maine, the only relevant

coasts were those within the concavity, because outside the Gulfboth coasts turned away

sharply and ceased to face the delimitationarea. In this case, the coasts of Newfoundland

outside the concavity continue to face the delimitation area, and are therefore clearly

relevant. The overall disparity in coastal lengths, moreover, is considerablygreater.

228. The adjustment in the second segment of the line should, therefore, reflect the differencein

coastal lengths within the concavity. This, as Figure 18 demonstrates, is in the order of

2.42:1; in other words about 71% of the coastlinebelongs to Newfoundland and Labrador

within the concavity.Followingthe approach in Gulf ofMaine , such an adjustmentrequires

a shift in the position of the second segmentof the lineso that it intersects the closinglineat

a point that corresponds to that ratio (point C on Figure 18). The intersectionofthe firstand

second segments (point B on Figure 18) is determined automaticallyby the position and

azimuth of the second segment.

184Gulf of Maine at p. 338. para. 226. See Authorities # 7.
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The Final Segment: A Perpendicular to the Closing Line of the Inner Concavity

The closing line of the inner concavityrepresents a geographical transition point. Here the

delimitationarea is no longer enclosed. The linegraduallyemergesinto the open Atlantic.At

the same time, there is a shift in the predominant coastal relationship from one of opposite

coasts to one of adjacency.In contrast to Gulf of Maine, the transition is not abrupt.Clearly,

however, the overallcharacter of the area outside the innerconcavityis open-ended,withthe

coasts laterally aligned in a relationshipof adjacency.

In addition to the open geography and the adjacent coastal relationship, there are two

considerationsthat are fundamentalto an appropriate delimitationinthe outer area.First-as

in the concavity, but even more emphaticallyso-the delimitation should not depend on

incidental features but should reflect the dominant characteristics of the geography. This

consideration is far more critical in this sector than it is closer to the coast. The issue, of

course, is the off lyingposition of Sable Island, and the drastic effect it would have on any

delimitation-even one not based on equidistanceper se-if it were to be used as a point of

reference in determiningthe course of the line. The matter has been fullydiscussed in the

preceding section of this Chapter, and need not be reviewed. It will sufficeto say that any

small island situated 88 nautical miles offshore would have a profoundly distorting effect;

that there is no precedent for givingeffect to a similarlypositioned island at the expense of

the mainlandcoasts; and that the distorting effect of the island is a function not only of its

size, position and orientation but of the relationship of adjacency that characterizes the

coastal relationship, as so clearlyexplainedin the North Sea Cases.

One other considerationhas alsobeen alludedto, but discussedinless detail, in the previous

section. This is the fact that most of the outer area lies directlyinfront of the Newfoundland

coasts-specifically the coasts from the BurinPeninsulato Cape Race. Theouter areahasno

similarrelationship to the Nova Scotia coasts, which lie to the west and face in a generally

southern direction. The area is therefore part of the natural prolongation or seaward
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extension of the Newfoundland coasts, not of the Nova Scotia coasts, and this coastal

relationship must be recognized in the delimitation.

This perception was central to the analysisin Canada v. France. The Court found that the

French islands had an "unobstructed" seaward opening to the south, and that they should

therefore be allowed a zone of jurisdiction extending a full 200 nautical miles in that

direction, but severely constrained on either side to avoid a cut-off of the seaward

projections of the south coast of Newfoundland. It was inherentin this finding,andexpressly

stated in the decision,that the seaward projectionsofthe Nova Scotia coast failedto extend

into this outer area, which was therefore subject to competing claims generated by the

southern coastal fronts of Newfoundland and France, but not of Nova Scotia.

This finding was not an obiter observation, or a matter of secondary importance. On the

contrary, it was central to the reasoning of the Court and to the very structure of the

delimitation adopted in the decision.

The Canadian position was that the French islands should be limited to an enclave of 12

nautical miles, on the analogyof the treatment of the Channel Islands in the Anglo-French

Continental Shelf case. The objection Canada had to meet was that the Channel Islands,

unlike S1. Pierre-et-Miquelon, were situated in a confined channel, with little room for

"redressing inequities."185 Canada endeavoured to meet this objection by stressing that, in

fact, any seaward projections fromthe French Islandswere blockedby converging seaward

projections from two separate Canadian coastal fronts on both sides of the configuration,

namely those of Newfoundland and of Cape Breton Island. See Figure 19, which has been

reproduced from the CanadianMemorial in Canada v. France.

This Canadianargumentwas unsuccessful.It was rejectedbecause the Court of Arbitration

denied the very existenceof a seaward projection from Nova Scotia out to the area to the

185Anglo-French Continental Shelf case at p. 94, para. 200. See Authorities # 5.
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south of the French islands.The Court adopted this positionbecause ofthe orientationofthe

coasts of Cape Breton Island, which face northeast within the inner concavity but in a

generally southern direction outside that concavity.

236. The relevant findings in Canada v. France were:

The objections of Canadaagainstthe southern projectionofthe coast
of St. Pierre and Miquelon, based on an eastern projection from
Nova Scotia and Cape Breton Island are not compelling.
Geographically,the coasts of Nova Scotia have open oceanic spaces
for an unobstructed seaward projection towards the south in
accordance with the tendency, remarked by Canada, for coasts to
project frontally,in the directioninwhich they face. In the hypothesis
of a delimitation exclusively between St. Pierre-et-Miquelon and
Nova Scotia, as if the southern coast of Newfoundland did not exist,
it is likely that corrected equidistance would be resorted to, the
coasts being opposite. In that event it is questionable whether the
area hypothetically corresponding to Nova Scotia, would reach the
maritime area towards the south appertaining to St. Pierre and
Miquelon.186

237. The implications for the present delimitation cannot be ignored. If-as the Court of

Arbitration determined in Canada v. France-St. Pierre-et-Miquelon has an unobstructed

seaward projection toward the south, which does not converge with any competing

projection from Nova Scotia, then afortiori the coastal front of Newfoundland east of the

French islandsmust also enjoy a similarunobstructed projection. It follows that, east of the

corridor appertaining to St. Pierre-et-Miquelon, the entire area is situated within the

unobstructed seaward projections of the south coast of Newfoundland-and not those of

Nova Scotia. A maritime boundary extending the Nova Scotia continental shelf into that

outer area would, as a matter of pure logic, constitute an encroachment on the natural

prolongation of the Newfoundland and Labrador coast. The line must therefore follow a

course that is sufficientlysoutherly in its bearing to avoid any such effect of encroachment.

186Canada v. France at p. 1171, para. 73. Emphasis added. See Authorities # 10.
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With this background in mind, the final course of the line can be addressed. The starting

point of this segment is pre-determined:it is the point of intersection of the second segment

with the closing line from Scatarie Island to the Burin Peninsula, at point C. Since the

starting point is on the closing line of a concavity, practice and precedent immediately

suggest a solution: a line runningperpendicularto that closingline. This, of course, was the

method applied in Gulf of Maine for the delimitation crossing Georges Bank, beyond the

confines of the Gulf.

The reason why a perpendicular lineis generallyappropriate in this type of situation is that

such a line,.by definition, extends straight out to sea and therefore avoids any tendency to

swing toward either coast. A single straight line is inherently suited to areas of open

geography, where there are no changingpoints of reference alongthe coast that wouldcause

the boundary to change direction as it moves outward. It is a macro-geographicalmethod:

provided that incidentalfeatures are not used as the headlandsin establishingthe closingline,

it cannot be distorted by the presence of such features. Like a coastal-front bisector,

moreover, it shares some of the geometricalproperties of an equidistant line, which in this

type of situation is a perpendicular to the closing line formed by the two final basepoints.

The outer segment of the line should therefore be a perpendicular to the closing line of the

inner concavity,extendedto the outer limitof the continental shelf,as depictedinFigure20.

That line followsan azimuthof 163.2degrees. There is no needto determinethe exact limit

of the continental shelffor this purpose: that, in fact, would be inappropriate in view of the

policies that Canada may wish to adopt in this connection in the event of the ratification of

the 1982 Convention. It will sufficeto indicatethe azimuth of the finalcourse of the line to

the limitof nationalcontinental shelfjurisdiction,wherever that exact limitmayeventuallybe
established.

In this case-as in Gulf of Maine-the perpendicular line outside the concavity follows a

bearing that is similar to that of the last segment of the line within the concavity. Here, in

fact, the bearings are so close (163.15 degrees and 163.2degrees for the perpendicular) that
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there could be no objection to a simplifieddelimitation consisting of a single straight line

extending seaward ITomthe intersectionof the first and second segmentsatPointB.Because

the conceptual justifications for each sector are distinct, however, Newfoundland and

Labrador has maintainedthe separate bearings of the two segments for the purposes of this

Memorial.

In summary,this outer segmentof the line-the longest in the entiredelimitation-is justified

on a number of grounds. It avoids the potential distortion that might be caused by the off

lyingposition of SableIsland. It takes account of the dominantpositionofthe Newfoundland

coasts in the outer area, as recognized by the Court of Arbitration in Canada v. France. As

the next chapter will demonstrate, it reflects the general directionof the relevant coasts; and

by heading straight out to sea, avoidingany tendency to veer in one direction or another, it

avoids any effect of encroachment on the seaward extensions of those coasts.

The Gulf of St. Lawrence

The consideration of the short sector within the Gulfhas been deferred because, as noted in

the introduction to this Chapter, it seemed appropriate to deal with the longer and more

important sectors first.

This sector, in fact, is both short and straightforward. The coastal relationshipmoves ITom

opposite to adjacent as the line moves west ITomCabot Strait, but the geography is fairly

simple.Apart from St. Paul Island-which is not an issue if the mainland-to-mainlandmid-

point on the closing line is used as suggested above-there are few if any complicating

incidentalfeatures. It mightbe suggestedthat equidistancecould be used in such a situation,

but as already indicated, the Quebec tripoint cannot be taken for granted, and it is

appropriate, in any event, that the delimitationwithin the Gulf shouldbe based on the same

general approach as that used for the remainder of the boundary.
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A bisector of the angle formed by two coastal £Tontswas proposed for the line running

eastward from Cabot Strait. So far as the Gulf is concerned, however, the immediately

adjacent coasts on the western sides of Money Point and Cape Ray may be too short to

support such an approach. Onthe other hand, a perpendicularto the Cabot Straitclosingline

would reflect the general directionof the Newfoundlandcoast runningnortheast from Cape

Ray and the coast of Cape Breton Island running southwest £TomMoney Point. Such a

perpendicular line would have all the inherent qualities outlined above with respect to the

outermost segment of the line: in particular, in additionto reflectingthe general directionof

the coasts, it would avoid any tendency to swing toward the territory of either party as it

extends into the Gulf See Figure 21.

Accordingly, such a perpendicularline,beginningat the mid-pointbetweenMoneyPointand

Cape Ray and proceeding on an azimuth of 321.5 degrees, is proposed as the basis of the

delimitationwithin the Gulf Followingestablishedinternationalpractice, taking account of

the presence of potential third party interests in the Gulf,the exact terminalpoint of this line

should not be prescribed. Instead, Newfoundland and Labrador suggests that the award

should simplydetermine that this perpendicular line shallextend to the limitof the offshore

areas of Newfoundland and Labrador, and Nova Scotia, respectively,within the Gulf of St.

Lawrence.

Conclusion

The use of a provisionalequidistantlinereflects the practice of tribunals, and servesto bring

the dominant features of the geography into sharp relief In this situation,an examinationof

such a linedemonstrates that equidistance-basedsolutionswillnot leadto anequitableresult.

There are a number of reasons why this is so: the prevalence of incidental features that

distort the general direction of the Nova Scotia coast, in particular SableIsland and St. Paul

Island; the overall disparity in coastal lengths; the potential for a cut-off effect within the

inner concavityand for encroachmenton the continentalshelfofNewfoundland in the outer

area, having regard to the findings of the Court of Arbitration in ~anada v. France; and
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finally, the configuration of the French zone of jurisdiction as well as the fact that an

equidistance tripoint in the Gulf cannot be assumed.

248. This analysisdemonstrates,not onlythat equidistanceis unsuitable,but alsothat an equitable

solution must be based on simplifiedgeometric methods that take account of the "macro-

geography" and disregard the incidentalfeatures of the configuration.Bisectors of coastal

fronts within the inner concavity, following the suggestion of the International Court of

Justice in the North Sea Cases, will achieve this objective within the inner concavity,

provided that an adjustment is made in order to reflect the overall disparity in coastal

entitlements. This adjustment is required not only within the concavitybut-above all-to

ensure an equitable result as the line proceeds to the outer limit of the continental shelf

Having adjusted the position of the line for this purpose, a perpendicular to the closing line

of the inner concavity, extended to the outer limit of the continental shelf, will serve to

complete the delimitationof the offshore portion of the area. For the short segment within

the Gulf of St. Lawrence, a perpendicular to the closingline of Cabot Strait is proposed as

the most appropriate solution. See Figure 22.
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